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Abstract—We introduce a collaboration-driven approach to the
sharing of the available bandwidth in wireless ad hoc networks,
which we call many-to-many cooperation, that allows concurrent
many-to-many communication. This scheme is based on the in-
tegration of multi-user detection and position-location informa-
tion with frequency and code division in mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs). Transmissions are divided in frequency and codes ac-
cording to nodal locations, and successive interference cancellation
(SIC) is used at receivers to allow them to decode and use all trans-
missions from strong interfering sources. Consequently, the in-
terference is divided into constructive interference (COI) and de-
structive interference (DEI). We show that, if each node is allowed
to expand its bandwidth, both the link’s Shannon capacity and
the per source-destination throughput scale like O(n

α
2 ) (upper-

bound) and Ω[f(n)] (lower-bound), for n nodes in the network, a
path loss parameterα > 2, and 1 ≤ f(n) < n

α
2 . Many-to-many

cooperation allows multi-copy relaying of the same packet, which
reduces the packet delivery delay compared to single-copy relay-
ing without any penalty in capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The protocol stacks of wireless ad hoc networks imple-
mented or proposed to date have been designed to try toavoid
interference. Hence, communication protocols used in wireless
ad hoc networks today are meant to support reliable communi-
cation among senders and receivers that arecompetingwith one
another for the use of the shared bandwidth. This “competition-
driven” view of bandwidth sharing has had profound impli-
cations on network architectures and methods used to access
the channel and disseminate information. Gupta and Kumar
[1] showed that, in a wireless connected network with static
nodes, the throughput for each node degrades as the number of
nodes increases under the competition-driven view of network-
ing. That is, it scales asΘ(1/

√
n log(n)), 1 wheren is the

number of nodes in the network.
Grossglauser and Tse [2] analyzed a two-hop, single-relay

forwarding scheme for MANETs in which a source passes a
packet to a relay that in turn delivers it to the destination when
the two nodes are close to each other. This and many subse-
quent studies on how to make MANETs scale by using mobility
[2], [3], [4], [14] consider each transmission as competing with
all the other concurrent transmissions in the network. However,
because a relay cooperates with a source by storing the source’s
packet until it is close enough to the intended destination, the
throughput of MANETs can be increased.2

Recently, Toumpis and Goldsmith [5] have shown that the ca-
pacity regions for ad hoc networks are increased when multiple

1 Ω, Θ andO are the standard order bounds.log(·) is the natural logarithm.
2In [2], the per source-destination throughput scales asΘ(1).

access schemes are combined with spatial reuse (i.e., multiple
simultaneous transmissions), multihop routing (i.e., packet re-
laying), and SIC, even without performing power control. Also,
SIC circuits with simple implementation and low complexity
have been introduced [6], and code division multiple access
(CDMA) [7] and global positioning system (GPS) [8] technolo-
gies have been already integrated into a single IC chip [9]. Al-
though CDMA and SIC for ad hoc networks have been studied
in the past [10], [11], [12], [13], prior approaches have assumed
that each transmission competes with others.

These works [1], [2], [3], [5], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], characterize a one-to-one communication approach which
stems from cellular concepts and in our opinion, it is not appro-
priate for ad hoc networks. Our earlier work [4] describes a set-
ting for one-to-many communication. In this scenario, a node
relays its packet to multiple relay nodes that are close, allowing
them to cooperate to search for the destination. In this scheme,
however, all the transmitting nodes in each communication ses-
sion compete with each other to transmit their packets. Ghez et
al. [15] and Tong et al. [16] explain a framework for many-to-
one communication. In this context, multiple nodes cooperate
to transmit their packets simultaneously to a single node us-
ing CDMA and the receiver node utilizes multiuser detection
to decode multiple packets. Under this condition, two groups
of multiple transmitting nodes that are close to each other have
to compete with one another to transmit their packets to their
respective receivers.

From the above results, it appears that a cooperative scheme
to bandwidth sharing is not only desirable for attaining more
scalable MANETs, but feasible in practice. In this paper, we
present an integrated approach to cooperative bandwidth shar-
ing in MANETs and propose what we callmany-to-many co-
operation. Many-to-many cooperation is a vision for multi-
ple concurrent communication settings (i.e., a many-to-many
framework). In this scheme, nodes access the available chan-
nel(s) and forward information across a MANET in such a way
that concurrent transmissions become useful at destinations or
relays. Our cell size limits the number of nodes in each cell, on
average, making it feasible to decode the dominant interference
using multiuser detection. Hence, sender-receiver pairscollab-
orate, rather than compete, and the adjacent transmitting nodes
with strong interference to each other are no longer an imped-
iment to scaling laws but rather an acceptable communication
by all receiving nodes for detection and relaying purposes. A
consequence of such a strategy is an increase in the receiver
complexity of all the nodes in the network.



We show that, by utilizing mobility [2], multiuser diversity3

[17], SIC, cognition4 and bandwidth expansion, the link’s Shan-
non capacity and the per source-destination throughput attain
an upper-bound ofO(n

α
2 ) and a lower-bound ofΩ[f(n)], for

n total nodes in the network, a path loss parameterα > 2, and
1≤f(n)<n

α
2 .

Section II summarizes the basic network model that has been
used recently to analyze the capacity of wireless networks [1],
[2], [3], [4], [11], [14]. Section III describes the details of
many-to-many cooperation. Section IV presents the the link’s
Shannon capacity, the per source-destination throughput, and
the bandwidth requirement. Section V compares our approach
with previous schemes, showing that with similar bandwidth
expansion, our approach outperforms other existing techniques.
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. N ETWORK MODEL

The termcelldenotes the set of nodes located inside a defined
area of the network. Thereceiver range5 of a node is defined
as the radius, measured from the node, which contains all other
nodes of the same cell. Theclusterassociated with a given node
is the set of cells reached by the receiver range of this node.

Our assumptions are consistent with prior work [1], [2], [3],
[4], [11], [14]. Also, in this paper, nodes are considered to have
SIC capability. The modeling problem we address is that of a
MANET in which n mobile nodes move in a unit square area.
We assume that cells have square shapes, each with area equal
to a(n) = 1

φn , in which φ ∈ (0, 1) is the cell area parameter
of the network, as illustrated in Fig. 1. We consider that the
communication occurs only among those nodes that are close
enough (i.e., in same cell), so that interference caused by farther
nodes is low, allowing reliable communication. In other words,
the receiver chooses the closest nodes because they present the
best channel, in a respective order, due to the assumption of the
simple path propagation model, i.e., the receiver takes advan-
tage of multiuser diversity [17]. Our model resembles the one
introduced by Grossglauser and Tse [2], who consider a packet
to be delivered from source to destination via one-time relaying.
The position of nodei at timet is indicated byXi(t). Nodes
move according to theuniform mobility model[3], in which the
steady-state distribution of the mobile nodes is uniform.

Each node simultaneously transmits and receives data dur-
ing a communication time period, through different frequency
bands, since each data link is assumed half-duplex.6 This pe-
riod of communication is called acommunication session. Fur-
thermore, each session is divided into two parts. A neighbor
discovery protocol is used by nodes during the first part to ob-
tain their neighbors information (e.g., node identification (ID)),
and the transmission of data is performed during the second
part. Each node has a unique ID that does not change with time,
and each node can simultaneously be a source (or relay) while
transmitting and a destination (or relay) while receiving, during
a session. Each source node picks a single arbitrary destination
to whom it sends packets.

3i.e., a node transmits a packet to all its nearest neighbors, and those relays
deliver the packets to the destinations when each destination becomes a close
neighbor of each relay.

4To allow a node to know where it is and who the nodes in the same cell are.
5We adoptreceiver rangefor a node because it is used here to distinguish

constructive interference from destructive one (as described later), in contrast
to the common use oftransmission rangeas in [1].

6Half-duplex means that a node cannot transmit and receive data simultane-
ously through the same frequency bandwidth.
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Fig. 1. Cells numbering in the unit square network.a(n) = 1
φn

is the cell
area. Each cell is associated to a control frequency bandwidth (ω1 to ω12) and
to a PN sequence set (ξ1 to ξ12).

III. M ANY-TO-MANY COOPERATION

In many-to-many cooperation, several nodes transmit con-
currently to many other neighbor nodes, and all such transmis-
sions are decoded. Thus, a node may concurrently send to and
receive from many nodes. Since full-duplex data communica-
tion in the same frequency band is not practical, we present
an example of how many-to-many cooperation can be imple-
mented with a scheme based on frequency division multiple
access (FDMA) and CDMA that supports many-to-many com-
munication.

A. Bandwidth Allocation and Data Packet Forwarding

In our specific implementation of many-to-many coopera-
tion, we use two types of channels. Control channels are used
by nodes to obtain such information as the identities of strong
interference sources, the data packets expected by destinations,
and the state of data channels (by virtue of training sequences).
Nodes employ conventional digital transceivers for the control
channels. Data channels are used to transmit data taking ad-
vantage of SIC at the receivers. Thus, there are two separate
transmitter (receiver) circuits in each node. One circuit is in-
tended to transmit (receive) control packets, and the other is
used to transmit (receive) data packets. Both circuits operate in
different time and frequency with respect to each other.
Control (or Signaling) Channels: Each cell is allocated a con-
trol frequency band from twelve non-overlapping control fre-
quency bands,ω1 toω12, to enable frequency reuse while avoid-
ing interference in the control channels from nearby cells (see
Figs. 1 and 2). Each control frequency bandωi has a size of
|ωi| = ∆ω for i = 1, ..., 12. Hence, the total bandwidth re-
quired for the control channels is∆ωC = 12∆ω.

The maximum number of cells in a cluster associated to a
given node is twelve. The number of cells and the cluster shape
are chosen such that if the receiver range has maximum value,
i.e., almost

√
2a(n), then the receiver range reaches all these

cells. Also, two cells employing the same control frequency
band are kept at least

√
5a(n) units away from each other, i.e., a

safe guard-zone separation, thus guaranteeing asymptotic con-
stant non-zero signal-to-noise and interference ratio (SNIR) as
n → ∞ [4] in the control channel, making signaling feasible
and allowing control frequency reuse.
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Fig. 2. Data and control channels spectra for the network.

To determine which control channel a given node should use,
each node is assumed to know its own position (but not the
position of any other node) by utilizing a GPS circuit [8], [9],
and to store a geographical map of the cells in the network with
their associated control frequencies. The GPS is also used to
provide an accurate common time reference to keep all nodes
synchronized.

Each node uses the control channel receiver to listen to the
control channel of the cell as well as to the other 11 control
channels, in order to obtain the IDs and training sequences of
the other nodes in its cell and in the cluster it perceives, while
not transmitting during the neighbor discovery phase.
Data Channels:To allow code reuse in the data channels while
reducing the negative effects of interference, each cell is allo-
cated a set of PN sequences (or codes) from the twelve differ-
ent code sets available,ξ1 to ξ12, for communication in each
data channel. Accordingly, each non-overlapping data chan-
nel is a half-duplex link of bandwidth∆W . If A is the max-
imum number of nodes allowed to communicate in any cell,
then∆WD = A∆W is the data bandwidth required for the en-
tire network andM ≥ 12A distinct PN sequences are needed
for local data communication.M is also called the spreading
factor (or processing gain). Also,∆W = BM , whereB is the
original data bandwidth before spreading [7].

Because a PN sequence can be associated to a sequence
of bits [7], they can be ordered and grouped as follows.
ξ1 = {C1, ..., CA}, ξ2 = {CA+1, ..., C2A}, ..., ξ12 =
{C11A+1, ..., C12A}, in which Ci stands for theith PN se-
quence (or code). In this way, any set of twelve cells, num-
bered from 1 to 12, has a different set of codes. Therefore, by
construction, the cluster seen by any node is composed of cells
having distinct numbers, and consequently, different codes.

As we discuss in Section III-B, the signaling in the control
channel provides each node in a celli knowledge of who the
other nodes in this same cell are, and the node uses this infor-
mation to choose a data channel to receive data, as well as to
select a code for transmission from the available PN sequences
in ξi based on its own and neighbor IDs, in the following order7:
(i) The node with the highest ID in celli is associated with the
data channel∆W centered atW1, as well as it is assigned the
first PN sequence inξi. (ii) The node with the second highest
ID in cell i is associated with the data channel∆W centered at
W2, as well as it is assigned the second PN sequence inξi, and
this continues for all nodes in celli. (iii) The data channels not
utilized become idle in celli. It happens in those cells where

7For clarity, we also indicateWj as the data channel associated to nodej.

the number of nodes is less thanA.
In a communication session, each node only needs to know

the nodes in its cell (obtained during the neighbor discovery
phase) and the signal strengths received from them (by virtue
of CDMA-SIC), in order to identify nodes in its receiver range.
Note that nodes in a cell are very close to each other and near-
far problem is not significant here.

With the deployment illustrated in Fig. 1, two or more nodes,
while moving in the same cell, can perceive clusters composed
of different cells with at most twelve distinct numbers. For ex-
ample, in the middle of Fig. 1, nodea, located exactly at the
center of the cell5, can apply SIC to decode the data signal
from nodeb and nodec in that same cell, each one being al-
most

√
a(n)/2 far apart from nodea as shown (consequently,

the receiver range fora is approximately
√

a(n)/2 and it is
indicated by the dashed circle). Nodea perceives the cluster
composed of the five cells{2,4,5,6,9} indicated in dashed line
(i.e., those cells reached bya’s receiver range), and the other re-
maining closest four different cells{1,7,8,10} are not necessary
for decoding purposes. However, nodeb has to decode signals
from nodesa andc which is almost

√
2a(n) away (thus, the

receiver range forb is approximately
√

2a(n) and it is indi-
cated by the solid circle). Hence, nodeb perceives the cluster
with all the twelve cells{11,12,10,1,2,7,3,4,5,6,8,9} shown in
solid line, i.e., those cells reached by its receiver range. Analo-
gously, nodec perceives{2,7,4,5,6,11,8,9,10,1,12,3} illustrated
in dotted line. Therefore, by construction, the cluster perceived
by any node is composed of cells having distinct numbers, and
consequently, different codes.

At time t, each cell hasZ nodes such that the data communi-
cation isZ-to-Z, i.e., many-to-many communication (see Fig.
3), whereZ is a random variable due to mobility. Each node
employs a multi-user transmitter DS-CDMA [7] (i.e., it trans-
mits up toZ−1 simultaneous data packets per session in which,
due to FDMA, each packet is sent through a different data chan-
nel, as illustrated in Fig. 3(downlink)), spreading the data using
the PN sequence associated to its ID. The node can transmit a
different data packet in each channel or choose to send the same
data packet in all (non-idle) channels, or a combination of both,
depending on the fact that the node has packet for any desti-
nation in the same cell it is located. Thus, multi-copies of the
same packet can be simultaneously relayed to reduce delay [4].

(except j)
transmitter
Multi−user

node  j

Z
(nodes)

1
2

(except j)

(downlink)

Z
receiver

node  j

Multi−user

(uplink)

(nodes)

1
2

W1 , Cj

W2 , Cj

WZ , Cj
Wj , CZ

Wj , C1

Wj , C2

Fig. 3. Downlink and uplink description for data channels in a cell. Commu-
nication isZ-to-Z (i.e., many-to-many).

Given that each node is endowed with a multi-user detector
(the SIC circuit) for its associated receiving data channel, it is
able to decode theZ−1 simultaneous transmissions from all
nodes in its cell (see Fig. 3(uplink)).

Data packet forwarding consists of two phases [2], [4]: The
packet is transmitted from the source to possibly several relay
nodes duringPhase 1(i.e., multi-copies can be forwarded), and
it is delivered later to its destination by only one of the relay
nodes duringPhase 2. Both phases occur concurrently, but
Phase 2has priority in all communications. These multiple



one-time relays for the same packet provide better delay per-
formance since the copies of the same packet follow different
random routes, looking for the destination, reducing delay [4].

B. Channel Access

Access to the channel is controlled by the signaling that takes
place over the control channels. Such signaling occurs simul-
taneously in all cells, without suffering high interference from
each other because of the different frequency assignment and
consequent safe guard-zone separation (see Section III-A).

The signaling among the nodes in the same cell must be one-
to-many and cannot assume knowledge of who the nodes in a
cell are, because nodes are mobile. Each node needs to inform
the other nodes in its present cell about its own presence in
the cell, plus other control information. From Fig. 4, access
to the channel is divided in time into a discovery phase and a
data-transmission phase. The period of “neighbor discovery”
tdisc and the period for transmission of datatdata are constant
and independent of the number of nodes in the network (n). To-
gether, they compose a “communication session.” The common
time reference for communication sessions is obtained through
the GPS circuit. The values oftdisc andtdata are system de-
sign parameters.tdisc is subdivided intoN slots, each of length
T . Hence,T = tdisc

N , whereN is a positive integer to calculate
according to some given criterion as explained later.
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i N

T

packets packetcontrol data

time

communication sessions

1

tdisc tdata

Fig. 4. Time series representation of control and data packets.tdisc is the
neighbor discovery phase.tdata is the time period for transmission of data.
tdisc plustdata form a communication session.

Each node simultaneously senses the channel to detect col-
lision while transmitting in the control channel, for example,
using echo cancelling techniques [18]. Accordingly, the nodes
involved in a collision do not participate in that session any-
more, i.e., they remain silent until the next session. Also, since
onlyA codes are available per cell, then, only the firstA nodes
that successfully announced their control packets duringtdisc

are going to transmit (or receive) data duringtdata for that ses-
sion. Each control packet conveys, as a minimum, the node ID,
a short training sequence and the sequence number (SN) the
node is expecting as destination, while a data packet bears long
sequences of bits. Therefore, we assume thattdisc << tdata.

Each time the discovery period is about to begin, each node
randomly chooses one of theN mini-slots and transmits its con-
trol packet. If there is no collision, i.e., if the other nodes in the
same cell choose different mini-slots to transmit, then all the
other nodes in the cell will receive this packet. A collision hap-
pens every time two or more nodes in the same cell choose to
transmit in the same mini-slot. LetZi be the number of nodes
in the same cell choosing the mini-sloti to transmit their con-
trol packets. LetZmax be the maximum number of nodes in
any cell. The probability of collisionPc is given by

Pc = P{Zi ≥ 2} = 1−(
1− 1

N

)Zmax− Zmax

N

(
1− 1

N

)Zmax−1
. (1)

The criterion used to chooseN is as follows. We calculateN
such that there is no collision with probability approaching1 as

n →∞, for example, with probability≥ 1− log(log(n))
log(n) . From

(1),Pc ≤ 1− (
1− 1

N

)Zmax . Accordingly, we choose

Pc ≤ 1− (
1− 1

N

)Zmax ≤ log(log(n))
log(n)

=⇒ N ≥
⌈[

1−
(
1− log(log(n))

log(n)

) 1
Zmax

]−1
⌉

= Nmin, (2)

in which dxe stands for the ceil function (i.e., the smallest inte-
ger greater than or equal tox), andNmin is the actual value to
be implemented forN . Thus, we have

T = tdisc

Nmin
. (3)

The relationship betweenZmax andn is given by the follow-
ing lemma, which proof can be found in [19].

Lemma 1 For the uniform mobility model, with probability ap-
proaching 1 asn → ∞, the maximum number of nodes in any
cell is given by

Zmax =
⌈

3 log(n)
log(log(nφ))

⌉
. (4)

AlthoughZmax is the maximum number of nodes in any cell,
in practice, the number of codes to be used is limited. Thus, at
mostA nodes in any cell are allowed to get a code and com-
municate duringtdata. However,Zmax grows very slowly with
n. Thus, by choosing, for example,A ≥ 10, for practical val-
ues ofφ, the fraction of cells having more thanA nodes can be
bounded by a small constant, forn large. Accordingly, the total
number of cells in the network is (# of cells)= 1/a(n) = φn.
By considering the uniform mobility model, the fraction of cells
containingZ = j nodes is obtained by

P{Z =j}=
(

n
j

)(
1

φn

)j(
1− 1

φn

)n−j n→∞−→ 1
j!

(
1
φ

)j

e−1/φ. (5)

The fraction of cells having more thanA nodes asn →∞, for
givenφ, can be upper-bounded by

P{Z > A} =
∑∞

j=A+1
1
j!

(
1
φ

)j

e−1/φ ≤ 1
(A+1)!

(
1
φ

)A+1

. (6)

For example, forφ = 1
3 andA = 10, P{Z > A} ≤ 0.0044 as

n →∞.

C. Interference in a Data Channel

The interference in the data channel at a nodej, regarding
nodei transmitting to nodej throughWj , is defined as the sig-
nals coming from all transmitting nodes in the network, viaWj ,
except nodei. It can be decomposed in the following two types.

Destructive Interference (DEI)for the nodej comes from
nodes, transmitting inWj , outside the receiver range ofj. DEI
constitutes the part of the interference that will not be decoded.

Constructive Interference (COI)comes from nodes, transmit-
ting in Wj , within the receiver range ofj. By construction (see
Section III-A), the nodes within the receiver range ofj, trans-
mitting in Wj , use different codes.COI constitutes the decod-
able part of the interference.

If node i transmits data toj at timet, via Wj , the SNIR at
the receiverj, without SIC, is given by (7) [2], whererange8

is the set of nodes transmitting inWj and reached by the re-
ceiver range of nodej, Ci is the PN sequence used by sender
nodei, Pij(t) = P ∀(i, j) is the transmit power chosen by

8 k /∈ range means the nodes outside the receiver range of nodej transmit-
ting in Wj .



SNIR = Pij(t)gij(t)

BN0 +
1
M

∑
k∈ range

k 6=i
Pkj(t)gkj(t)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
COI

+
1
M

∑
k /∈ range

Ck 6=Ci

Pkj(t)gkj(t) +
∑

k /∈ range

Ck=Ci

Pkj(t)gkj(t)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

DEI

. (7)

nodei to transmit to nodej (i.e.,Pij(t) is constant for all pair
(i, j)), gij(t) is the channel path gain from nodei to j, B is
the original bandwidth of the data signal (before spreading),
BN0 is the noise power (whereN0 is the noise power spec-
tral density),M is the spreading factor,COI and DEI are
the total interference inWj at nodej. The summation terms
in the denominator of (7) containing the factor1/M consti-
tute the multiple access interference (MAI). MAI is caused
by partial cross-correlation among the distinct codes due to
the asynchronous nature of the uplink channel [7]. The last
summation term (without the factor1/M ) is consequence of
code reuse in the network and we call itsame code interfer-
ence(SCI). Thus,SCI =

P
k /∈ range
Ck=Ci

Pkj(t)gkj(t), such that,

MAI + SCI = COI + DEI. MAI andSCI presentations
are easier for calculating SNIR as explained later.

The channel path gaingij is assumed to be a function of the
distance only (i.e., the simple path propagation model) [1], [2],
therefore,gij(t) = 1

|Xi(t)−Xj(t)|α = 1
rα

ij(t)
, in which α is the

path loss parameter, andrij(t) is the distance betweeni andj.

D. Hybrid FDMA/CDMA Data Transceiver

From Fig. 3(downlink), the FDMA/CDMA data transmitter
in nodej selects packets previously relayed to nodej which
have their destination nodes present in the same cell, spread the
data using the codeCj assigned to nodej, and transmits each
one of them through each different frequencies associated to
each distinct destination node. If the node assigned to a data
channel is not a destination for a relayed packet, then the trans-
mitter selects a new packet generated locally by nodej.

The basic decoding scheme of the CDMA-SIC data receiver
scheme is given in [6] (see also Fig. 3(uplink)), in which the
decoding is performed successively from the strongest signal to
the weakest. The use of training sequences obtained through the
control channels allow to obtain a local estimation of the wire-
less channel. Thus, with the simple path propagation model as-
sumed, the strongest signal decoded first comes from the closest
neighbor to nodej (not necessarily in the same cell ofj but in
the cluster it perceives), while the weakest (decoded last) is the
farthest node to nodej in the cell nodej is located. LetMAI ′

be the remaining multiple access interference at nodej after
applying SIC up to nodei, i.e.,

MAI ′ = 1
M

∑
∀k : gkj<gij

Ck 6=Ci

Pkj(t)gkj(t). (8)

Therefore, the resulting SNIR (calledSNIR′) from nodei to
nodej after applying SIC is given by

SNIR′ = Pij(t)gij(t)
BN0+MAI′+SCI . (9)

Note that, depending on the position of the nodej, it may
have nodes transmitting from adjacent cells closer than a far
node in the same cell. Therefore,j has to be able to decode the
data signals from these adjacent cell nodes before decoding the
signal from the far node of the same cell. This explains why
each node also needs to obtain the training sequences from the
other nodes located outside its cell but still within its receiver

range. The receiver uses the information obtained during the
neighbor discovery phase to retain the data packets from nodes
in the same cell asj, dropping the outside cell packets since
nodej cannot keep track of all nodes in adjacent cells to see if
this packet is for relaying or destination. Besides, from (7), SIC
is fundamental to derive (9) and a node have all packets from
the same cell successfully decoded.

IV. CAPACITY AND BANDWIDTH ANALYSIS

A. Link’s Shannon Capacity

The link’s Shannon capacityRij in the data channelWj , in
which nodej receives from nodei, afterj applying SIC up to
nodei, from (9), is given (in units of nats) by [20]

Rij = B log(1 + Pij(t)gij(t)
BNo+MAI′+SCI ). (10)

MAI ′ can be computed by using Fig. 5. Assume that the
center of the unit square area is the originO of the (x, y) co-
ordinates, and that, at timet, the receiver nodej is located at
the pointQ with coordinates(xQ, yQ) ∈ (− 1

2 , 1
2 ). The calcu-

lation considers the transmitting nodei located at a distance
c1

√
a(n) from j, while due to SIC, all the remaining interfer-

ing nodes are at a distance greater thanc1

√
a(n) from j, where

c1 ∈ (0,
√

2) depends on the distance between nodej and all
other nodes in the cell. We divide the square unit area network
in four triangles and compute the interference generated from
each of these regions, such thatMAI ′=

∑4
l=1 MAI ′l . Similar

to [4], for a uniform distribution of the nodes, we consider a
differential element areardrdγ that is distantr units from node
j. Since the nodes are uniformly distributed andn grows to in-
finity, the node density in the network isn1 , and the summation
in (8) can be bounded by an integral. Thus,MAI ′l at nodej is
upper-bounded by

MAI ′l(n) ≤ ∫
region MAI′

l

∫
P

Mrα φ εj
n
1 r dr dγ, (11)

in which εj is the fraction of cells using the bandwidthWj .
Accordingly,εj equals the fraction of cells containing at leastj
nodes, in whichj ∈ [2,A]. From (5), we have asn →∞

εj = P{Z ≥ j} = 1−∑j−1
k=0

1
k!

(
1
φ

)k

e−1/φ. (12)

Thus, forα > 2, and using thata(n) = 1
φn , from (11) we

obtain with some manipulations

MAI ′l(n) ≤ ∫ γmaxl

γminl

∫ rmaxl
(γ)

c1

√
a(n)

P φ εj n
Mrα−1 dr dγ

≤ c2εj n
α
2 (1− c3

n
α
2 −1 ), (13)

in which c2 andc3 are positive constants for givenl, (xQ, yQ),
c1, φ, M , P , andα. Therefore,

MAI ′ =
∑4

l=1 MAI ′l ≤ c4 εj n
α
2 ≤ c4n

α
2 , (14)

sinceεj ∈ [0, 1], and (1 − c3

n
α
2 −1 ) ≤ 1 for n large. c4 is a

positive constant function of the location(xQ, yQ) of nodej.
On the other hand, the same code interference (SCI) can be

upper-bounded by using the same procedure as done before for
MAI ′. Consequently, it can be shown that
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Fig. 5. Interference regions for nodei communicating with nodej. The angle
γ increases in the counterclockwise direction.

SCI =
∑

k /∈ range

Ck=Ci

Pkj(t)gkj(t) ≤ c5 εjn
α
2 ≤ c5n

α
2 . (15)

Hence, from (14) and (15), it results that the total remaining
interference after SIC at nodej is upper-bounded by

MAI ′ + SCI ≤ (c4 + c5)n
α
2 . (16)

If we consider the expansionB = f(n) of the original data
bandwidth,9 such that1 ≤ f(n) < n

α
2 , then, a lower-bound for

Rij can be obtained by using the maximum interference. Thus,
from (10) and (16), the corresponding link’s Shannon capacity
lower-bound asn → ∞, for nodej receiving from nodei, is
obtained by

Rij ≥ f(n) log
(
1+ c6n

α
2

f(n)No+(c4+c5)n
α
2

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
n→∞−→ c7

= c7 f(n), (17)

in which c6 andc7 are positive constants for givenα, φ, P , M ,
No, c1, and (xQ, yQ). In (17), interference dominates noise for
the bandwidth expansion1 ≤ B < n

α
2 .

On the other hand, if we consider a scenario such that there
is no limitation on available bandwidth, then we can obtain an
upper-bound forRij . Accordingly, from (10),

Rij = B log

(
1+ c6

BNo

n
α
2

+ 1

n
α
2

(MAI′+SCI)

)
. (18)

Now, from (16) and (18), and by takingB ≥ c8n
α
2 , for some

positive constantc8 andn sufficiently large, it results that
1

n
α
2

(MAI ′ + SCI) ≤ c4 + c5 ≤ BNo

n
α
2

. (19)

Thus, the termBNo

n
α
2

becomes dominant in the denominator of

(18) whenB ≥ c8n
α
2 andn → ∞. From (18) and (19), for

B ≥ c8n
α
2 , we have the following upper-bound for the link’s

Shannon capacity asn →∞

Rij = n
α
2 B

n
α
2

log

(
1+ c6

BNo

n
α
2

+ 1

n
α
2

(MAI′+SCI)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
n→∞−→ c9

= c9n
α
2, (20)

in which c9 is a positive constant.Here, noise dominates inter-
ference due to the large bandwidth expansion.

9In our analysis, the bandwidth expansion is used to obtain the asymptotic
behavior of the capacity.

Thus, (17) and (20) describe two limiting cases. The for-
mer is the minimum capacity attained if we use the bandwidth
expansion1 ≤ B < n

α
2 . The latter is the maximum ca-

pacity reachable if the available bandwidth is large such that
B ≥ c8n

α
2 . Note that any increase inB beyondc8n

α
2 will not

change the order of the upper-bound of the capacity.

B. Per Source-Destination Throughput

From Section III-B, each node accesses the data channel at
a constant rateδ = tdata

tdisc+tdata
with probability approaching 1

asn → ∞, such that each source sends one packet per session
to its destination. Each node is guaranteed, in each data chan-
nel, a communication rate ofRij lower- and upper-bounded
by (17) and (20), respectively. Also, this available communi-
cation rate has to be divided among all routes the node must
serve per session per channel. However, due to the mobil-
ity and the routing scheme, each node serves only one route
per session per data channel, i.e., the node either relays a new
packet or it delivers a packet to a destination. Thus, the number
of routes every node has to service per session per data chan-
nel is (# of served routes)= 1. Moreover, all cells containing
at least two nodes are able to execute FDMA/CDMA and SIC
successfully. From (5),P{Z ≥ 2} = (1 − e−1/φ − 1

φe−1/φ),
asn → ∞. Hence, with probability approaching 1 asn → ∞,
the per source-destination throughputλ(n) is obtained by [14],
[4]

λ(n) = Rij δ P{Z≥2}
# of served routes= c10 Rij , (21)

wherec10 is a positive constant for giventdisc, tdata, andφ.
From (17), (20), and (21), we proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1 By employing mobility, CDMA, SIC, one-time re-
laying of packets, and bandwidth expansion using the many-
to-many cooperation strategy, the ad hoc network attains, with
probability approaching 1 asn → ∞, the upper- and lower-
bound per source-destination throughput given respectively by

λ(n) = O
(
n

α
2
)

and λ(n) = Ω [f(n)] , (22)

where1 ≤ f(n) < n
α
2 .

C. Bandwidth Scalability

The total bandwidth requirement (∆Wtotal) for the entire
network has two components. One from the control channels
(∆ωC), and the other from the data channels (∆WD).

From (2) and (3), Lemma 1, and noting that∆ω in each con-
trol channel equals2/T , due to the Nyquist rate, it results that

∆ωC = 24Nmin

tdisc
= Θ

[
1−

(
1− log(log(n))

log(n)

) 1�
3 log(n)

log(log(nφ))

�]−1

. (23)

From Section III-A,∆W = BM = 12AB [7]. Thus, the
bandwidth scalability in each data channel associated to the
upper- and lower-bound capacity is given respectively by

∆W = Ω
(
n

α
2
)

and ∆W = Θ[f(n)], (24)

where1 ≤ f(n) < n
α
2 .

The total bandwidth for the entire network is obtained by

∆Wtotal = ∆WD + ∆ωC = A∆W + ∆ωC , (25)

where∆W and∆ωC are given above.



V. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS SCHEMES

A. The Static Network Case

Here, we consider the capacity and bandwidth expansion per-
formance of the CDMA-SIC MAC layer scheme assuming a
static network, and compare it with the results by Negi and
Rajeswaran [11], who employed bandwidth expansion in the
model presented by Gupta and Kumar [1].

The model we consider is that of a network formed byn fixed
nodes, independently and uniformly distributed on a unit sphere
surface. This model is also known as random network [1]. The
set of assumptions assumed here are basically the same as those
adopted in the previous sections, except that then nodes are
considered to be static on a unit sphere surface, and that the
routing of packets is done through multiple hops along cells
following the minimum distance path from source to destina-
tion. These assumptions are also consistent with the works by
Negi and Rajeswaran [11] and Gupta and Kumar [1]. Because
the communication framework is one-to-one, we use only one
data channel∆W for the entire network. Therefore, no simul-
taneous data channels are needed given that only one copy of
each packet is relayed along the route to its destination, and so
we can apply the CDMA-SIC without FDMA.

In this model, the surface of the sphere is divided into cells.
The number of nodes in any cell is a random variableZ. A node
is randomly chosen to relay all traffic in each cell, and is called
the head node of the cell. Thus, to guarantee relaying of traffic
between cells, it is required that every cell has at least one node
whp [1], i.e., P{Z ≥ 1}n→∞−→ 1. Within a cell, all sources send
traffic to the head node, and destinations receive traffic from the
head node.

Gupta and Kumar [1] showed that there exists a Voronoi tes-
sellationVn on the unit sphere surface satisfying the following
properties:
• Every Voronoi cell V contains a disk of area

100 log(n)/n and corresponding radiusρ(n) =
c11

√
log(n)/n.

• Every Voronoi cell is contained within a circle of radius
2ρ(n).

Each Voronoi cellV ∈ Vn is simply a cell of the network, and
the cells do not have a regular shape because the network is
random. With this tessellation, each cell contains at least one
nodewhp which meets the connectivity requirement [1]. Fur-
thermore, by choosing the transmission range equal to8ρ(n)
for each node, it allows direct communication within a cell and
between adjacent cells. Accordingly, two cells are interfering
neighbors if there is a point in one cell that is within a distance
(2 + ∆)8ρ(n) of some point in the other cell, in which∆ > 0
is a given constant modeling situations where a guard zone is
required to prevent a neighboring node from transmitting on the
same channel at the same time [1].

Another useful property of this Voronoi tessellation is that
every cellV ∈ Vn has no more thanc12 interfering neigh-
bors, and hence the maximum number of interfering nodes is
bounded by some positive constant [1]. Consequently, simi-
larly to what we did in the mobile case, we can assign distinct
PN sequences to each node, such that every cell inVn has in-
terfering neighbors using different codes. Therefore, we need
M ≥ c12 distinct PN sequences and reuse the codes in order to
save bandwidth. Note that GPS (or some other technique) is no
longer required since nodes are static. However, as explained

before, MAI has to be considered even when transmission syn-
chronization among nodes is employed [7]. Because nodes are
static, we only need to assign the different codes during the ini-
tialization of the network.

We compute the link’s Shannon capacity for an arbitrary pair
of nodes from adjacent cells, noting that the analysis applied
for the mobile network can be used for the static network as
well. Thus, similarly to the description in Section III-C, each
node communicating with another node applies SIC to elim-
inate MAI from close neighbors and theSNIR′ computation
follows (9). The MAI calculation is done following an approach
similar to that of (13), but considering the unit sphere surface.
Furthermore, because the communication is either between two
nodes on the same cell or between two head nodes from adja-
cent cells, any two communicating nodes are located at distance
c13ρ(n) apart from each other. Therefore, if nodej is receiving
data from nodei, after nodej applies SIC up to nodei, all the
remaining interfering nodes are placed at distance greater than
c13ρ(n). Hence, forα > 2 andn sufficiently large, we have the
following bound for the remaining multiple access interference
at a nodej receiving data from nodei, after SIC,

MAI ′(n) ≤ ∫ 2π

0

∫ √
π
2

c13ρ(n)
P φ n

Mrα−1 dr dγ

= 2πPφn
M(α−2)

[(
n

c14 log(n)

)α
2−1

−
(

2√
π

)α−2
]

≤ c15 n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2 −1 , (26)

wherec15 is a positive constant given thatc11, c13, φ, M , P ,
andα are specified.

Analogously, the same code interference (SCI) can be
upper-bounded by

SCI =
∑

k /∈ range

Ck=Ci

Pkj(t)gkj(t) ≤ c16 n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2 −1 . (27)

Hence, from (26) and (27), the total remaining interference
after SIC at nodej is upper-bounded by

MAI ′ + SCI ≤ (c15 + c16) n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2 −1 . (28)

From (10), assuming that nodei transmits toj, in which the
original data bandwidth isB (before spreading), we obtain the
following link’s Shannon capacity

Rij = B log
(

1 +
P

(c13ρ(n))α

BNo+MAI′+SCI

)

= B log


1+ c17

BNo (log(n))
α
2

n
α
2

+
(log(n))

α
2

n
α
2

(MAI′+SCI)


.(29)

For the term associated with the maximum interference over
the unit sphere surface, we have from (28) that

(log(n))
α
2

n
α
2

(MAI ′ + SCI) ≤ log(n) (c15 + c16) . (30)

Thus, from (29) and (30), and by takingB ≥ c18 n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2 −1 , for

some positive constantc18 andn sufficiently large, we obtain

(log(n))
α
2

n
α
2

(MAI ′ + SCI) ≤ log(n) (c15 + c16)

≤ BNo(log(n))
α
2

n
α
2

. (31)



The termBNo (log(n))
α
2

n
α
2

becomes dominant in the denominator

of (29) whenB ≥ c18 n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2 −1 andn → ∞. Consequently, for

B ≥ c18 n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2 −1 , the link’s Shannon capacity asn → ∞ is

given by (32) (see top of next page) in whichc19 is a positive
constant.

Eq. (32) is the link’s Shannon capacity obtained from the
noise dominance over interference due to large bandwidth ex-

pansion. Note that any increase inB beyond c18 n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2 −1 does

not change the value of this capacity.
The bandwidth expansion associated to this capacity, in

whichB ≥ c18 n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2 −1 , is given by

∆W = BM = Ω
[

n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2 −1

]
. (33)

To obtain the throughput behavior, note that each cell has one
nodewhp, and any node in this cell can be the head node to relay
all the traffic the cell must handle, while the other nodes can
simply serve as sources or destinations. Accordingly, analogous
to (21), the per source-destination throughput is givenwhpby

λ(n) = Rij δ P{Z≥1}
# of served routes, (34)

whereP{Z ≥ 1} n→∞−→ 1, andδ is a constant that depends on
c12 and can be computed based on the channel access scheme
employed [1].

The number of routes served by any cell is a consequence
of the routing strategy. As mentioned before, the routing of
packets is done through multiple hops along cells following the
minimum distance path from source to destination, i.e., every
packet follows the straight line segment connecting the source
to its destination. Therefore, the traffic to be carried by any cell
is proportional to the number of straight line segments passing
through the cell. Accordingly, the number of routes intersecting
any cell is bounded by the following lemma, which was proved
by Gupta and Kumar [1].

Lemma 2 The total number of source-destination lines (i.e.,
routes) intersecting every cell in the random network can be
bounded whp by

sup
V ∈Vn

(Number of routes intersectingV) ≤ c20

√
n log(n). (35)

Therefore, using the network model assumptions provided in
this Section, from (32) and (34), and from Lemma 2, we proved
the following Theorem.

Theorem 2 The static random wireless ad hoc network us-
ing CDMA and SIC attains whp the following per source-
destination throughput lower-bound

λ(n) = Ω
[

n
α−1

2

(log(n))
α+1

2

]
. (36)

Theorem 2 provides the same throughput lower-bound or-
der as that obtained by Negi and Rajeswaran [11], which cor-
roborates the capacity analysis technique employed through-
out this paper. However, our bandwidth expansion associated
to this lower-bound, given by (33), is much smaller than the
Θ(n(n2 log(n))

α
2 ) required by Negi and Rajeswaran [11] be-

cause we take advantage of SIC. SIC allows every node in the

network to successfully receive the packets from its close neigh-
bors increasing the minimum distance of the destructive inter-
ferers. In our case, the closest destructive interferer is located
whpat distanceΩ(ρ(n)) = Ω(

√
log(n)/n) due to SIC, while

in [11] this distance isΩ(1/n
√

log(n)) whp.
The strategies used to obtain the throughput lower-bound

here and in [11] assume that each node transmits at constant
power and its packets follow the minimum distance path to
the destination. However, it was also shown by Negi and Ra-
jeswaran [11] that, if transmission power control is allowed,
then a minimum power route to destination can be obtained
(not necessarily equal to the minimum distance path) which
provides an upper-bound for the throughput. It is the objective
of our future research to allow power control in our analysis
and investigate the associated behavior of the throughput and
bandwidth expansion considering CDMA and SIC.

B. The Mobile Network Case

A direct comparison between many-to-many cooperation and
the strategy proposed by Grossglauser and Tse [2] is not appro-
priate even after applying CDMA and bandwidth expansion,
because their model does not require the use of cell we as-
sume to enable frequency reuse. Accordingly, we extend Gross-
glauser and Tse’s network model by introducing cells in which
nodes are endowed with FDMA/CDMA-SIC and GPS capabil-
ities, such that every node behaves simultaneously like sender
and receiver of data packets for each communication session.
Therefore, another comparison, not necessarily based on the
physical layer properties (like link’s Shannon capacity or band-
width expansion), is more suitable.

We have recently presented a cell description [4] for Gross-
glauser and Tse’s scheme [2] using assumptions that are similar
to those used by El Gamal et al. [14]. Because only one half-
duplex data channel is used for the entire network in Gross-
glauser and Tse’s model [2], a node cannot be sender and re-
ceiver simultaneously, but rather every node behaves like either
a sender or a receiver for each communication session. Accord-
ingly, ro = 1/

√
πθn determines a cell in such a model [2], [4]

for a uniform distribution of the nodes, where the parameter
θ ∈ (0, 1) is defined as the fraction of sender nodesnS in the
network. Therefore,nS = θn, andnR = (1 − θ)n is the frac-
tion of receiver nodes. It has been shown [14], [4] that the per
source-destination throughput is proportional to the fraction of
cells in the network that can successfully forward packets. In
the work by Grossglauser and Tse [2] and in our previous work
[4], only the cells containing exactly one sender (i.e.,L = 1)
andat least one receiver (i.e.,K ≥ 1) are able to forward pack-
ets, because no SIC capability is assumed, and therefore, the
cells containing more than one sender present transmission col-
lisions, preventing successful relaying of packets. Similarly to
what was done to obtain (5), it can be shown that, for Gross-
glauser and Tse’s scheme [2], we have that asn →∞ [4]

P{L = 1,K ≥ 1} = 1
θ e−1/θ(1− e−1/θ). (37)

With many-to-many cooperation, in order to obtain the same
cell size as in [2] and [4], i.e,a(n) = πr2

o = 1
θn = 1

φn , we must
setθ = φ, and use a finite bandwidth expansion. In addition,
all cells containing at least two nodes are able to successfully
forward packets in many-to-many cooperation. Thus, from (5),
P{Z ≥ 2} = (1 − e−1/φ − 1

φe−1/φ) as n → ∞. Hence,



Rij = B log


1+ c17

BNo(log(n))
α
2

n
α
2

+
(log(n))

α
2

n
α
2

(MAI′+SCI)




= n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2

B

n
α
2

(log(n))
α
2

log


1+

c17

BNo (log(n))
α
2

n
α
2

+ (log(n))
α
2

n
α
2

(MAI ′ + SCI)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
n→∞−→ c19

= c19
n

α
2

(log(n))
α
2

. (32)

our collaboration-driven strategy provides the following per-
formance gainG over the Grossglauser and Tse’s scheme [2]
based on a comparison of the fraction of cells that successfully
forward packets asn →∞,

G = P{Z≥2}
P{L=1,K≥1} =

1−e−1/φ− 1
φ e−1/φ

1
φ e−1/φ(1−e−1/φ) . (38)

Fig. 6 illustrates the behavior of the gainG given in (38) as
a function ofφ. Note thatG>1 ∀ φ∈ (0, 1). This gain shows
that the throughput is improved by a constant factor compared
to the results in [2] and [4] under similar bandwidth expansion.
There is additional gain in the link Shannon capacity, as a con-
stant gain factor, due to the use of SIC and the improvement
in SNIR. However, an exact computation of this constant factor
turns out to be a tedious task.
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Fig. 6. Performance gain (G) for fraction of cells that successfully forward
packets inmany-to-many cooperationcompared to Grossglauser and Tse’s
scheme [2].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

It was shown that the Shannon capacity and per source-
destination throughput can increase in wireless ad hoc net-
works by employing mobility, FDMA/CDMA, SIC, and one-
time relaying of packets taking advantage of many-to-many
cooperation among nodes. Such performance is attained by
using successive interference cancellation and distinct codes
among close neighbors, which is enabled by running a simple
neighbor-discovery protocol. Accordingly, interference from
close neighbors is no longer harmful, but rather endowed with
valuable data. Also, because multi-copy relaying of packets is
employed, the delay performance is improved and follows the
description given in [4]. The overall improvement in the net-
work performance is obtained at a cost of increased processing
complexity in the nodes. Furthermore, the principles of many-
to-many cooperation are applied to static [1], [11] and mobile
[2], [4] networks. It is shown that, by using this approach, sim-
ilar capacity of [11] can be attained with much smaller band-
width expansion. We have shown that many-to-many cooper-
ation improves the throughput of mobile wireless networks by

a constant factor compared to the results in [2] and [4] under
similar bandwidth expansion.
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